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exports were limited to a few cases and were justified by
special reasons. Thus, only one article (soap) is cited the
importation of which was forbidden—no doubt in order to
protect manufacturers within the Empire. As for the goods
whose exportation was forbidden (except by special permis-
sion), they can be classed under four categories: (a) ceremonial
clothing, of which the State was in constant need for Court
festivities, for distribution to high public functionaries, and
for gifts to distinguished foreigners—together with unsewn
fabrics (arrapha) and raw silk; (£) raw materials, which it was
desired to reserve for home industries; (c) salt fish, which
formed one of the staple foods of the capital; (d) gold,
because of the State's anxiety not to deplete the monetary
reserve—a principle thoroughly familiar to us to-day. To
this same anxiety must be attributed the occasional recourse
to barter or mutual exchange of products—the obligation
imposed upon importers to pay for certain goods (e.g.
Bulgarian honey and flax) not in cash but in goods. This
system, which shocked us until recently, has to-day become
once more the fashion.
Let us pass on to another class of criticisms. In the Byzan-
tine Empire the guild system prevailed in commerce as much
as in industry; lending at interest (at least from the time of
the Iconoclasts) was forbidden or fixed at a low rate;1 it was
the public authorities, and not the law of supply and demand,
that determined prices; admission to the capital was refused
to certain aliens or subjected to very stringent regulations.
It is but a few years ago that the conviction was prevalent
that economic and commercial prosperity goes hand in hand
with freedom in the matter of labour, prices, interest rates,
and admission of aliens; one was asked to believe that one of
the causes of the decadence of the Byzantine Empire was the
absence of all forms of liberty. This is too sweeping a
simplification of questions of economic history that are
admittedly very complex. Doubtless the criticisms which
we have mentioned are justified in theory. On the other
hand, how can it be overlooked that the guild system and
the principle of State intervention are, in certain stages of
economic development, almost inevitable? Side by side
1 See p. 57 supra.

